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From Bryan’s baby book.  This is Bryan’s first picture taken on the day of his birth,
August 12, 1996.  He almost died the same day. 
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From Bryan’s baby book I am holding Bryan one week old in the NICU at Fair Oaks 
Hospital 3600 Joseph Siewick Dr, Fairfax, VA 22033.  The picture on the right is what 
developed in someone camera of a picture taken on Christmas morning of the Cross
of Mt. Krizevak.  The Medjugorje seers say that is what they see every Christmas 
morning.  It was put in Bryan’s book because they happened in a similar time frame. 
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The first paired pictures in Bryan’s baby book of The Servant of God Luisa Picaretta.  
Bryan has oxygen at night and his nasal feeding tube.  Bryan refused to eat, details in 
his miracle story.
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Another paired pictures of The Servant of God Luisa Picaretta and Bryan before as an 
infant before his healing.  
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Before healing:  Bryan with his maternal grandmother, Berit McCarty.  Very pale and 
under weight, but always smiling.  Could not sit up without being held.  
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After healing:  Bryan gains a half a pound a week ~ ‘newborn growth’.  He could stand 
and hold his weight.  Always smiling but now healthy.
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Go Luisa the Little Daughter of the Divine Will.  Here is the big boy with the ‘Fat Cat’ 
look.  Beyond the doctors wildest dreams Bryan put on weight. 
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Just in time for the Easter 1998 Bryan was walking!  Fiat et Amen.  He is shown here 
with all five of his older sibling; from left to right, back to front,  John, Lauren, Mary, 
Elizabeth, and Kate.  After his healing he NEVER had a relapse he only went forward 
praise be to Jesus.
Never mention the three pink dresses, we have not heard the end of it.  Sshhh, 
please.  
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Maureen Digan, Bryan, about 3, and Kate Dobak in 1999.  Maureen’s miracle healing 
through the intercession of St. Faustina was used as the miracle used to Canonize St. 
Faustina.  Maureen was attending ‘Marian Speaks to Her Beloved Son’, Father Goobi 
prayer cenacle.  Later she gave a talk on Divine Mercy at the All Saints Catholic Church 
in Manassas, VA.  
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Father Bucci and Bryan Dobak, 6, at the Franciscan Monastery in Washington, DC.  Fr. 
Bucci was giving a talk on Divine Will I believe in Washington, DC ~ 2003.  
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Bryan at Senior Prom with his Date Lilye Watkins.  
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